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Introduction 

 
The cyber security has become an important issue around the world, as important as protecting our 

borders and sovereignty, which is part of the national interest of any nation but, how can we defend 

our territory in the cyber space?   

 

Also, regarding a cyber security program, how can we start to consolidate the best strategies 

according to our country needs.   The Republic of China (Taiwan), has a complete cyber security 

program with a lot of positive guidelines to learn, as they have been working on these strategies 

for twenty-three years now, the results are a cyber security resilient program, and that is why it’s 

imperative in this research to design this route for Guatemala.   

 
This research it’s been developed in four chapters as follows, on the first chapter it’s described the 

argumentation, research questions, objectives and the methodology, in the second chapter the 

context including all the phases of the Cyber security program prior to the year 2021, follow by 

the third chapter with the theorical background which includes all the theorical terms in order to 

understand the cyber security, the cyber security strategy, the diplomacy and the cyber diplomacy; 

and the fourth chapter included the analysis of the interviews and the available data such as 

governmental websites, articles, books, the cyber security program 2021-2024 from Taiwan and 

Guatemala, and the last part included the conclusions with some recommendation. 

 

The recommendations included some scenarios for Guatemala, and other elements found in the 

cyber security program of Taiwan. 
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I.- The importance of a resilient Cyber Security Program:   

 

The Republic of China (Taiwan) has been building a cyber security program for more than two 

decades, as this phenomenon of cyber-attacks start making the first appearance in 1999.  It is 

important to mention that this program contains different strategies and phases where the cyber 

security program was consolidated, so it will be described during this research the challenges that 

Taiwan has been facing but also the goals they are reaching so far. 

 

In fact, The Republic of China (Taiwan) has an unique cyber security culture and their cyber 

security strategy it is a great example of a cyber security resilient strategy, facing a lot of challenges 

but learning and creating a better strategy every day.  According to Pryor (2018) Taiwan’s 

government faces 20 to 40 million cyber-attacks every month.  So, it is important to observe the 

cyber security program of Taiwan, with the strategies applied, as they are a good example of a 

resilient country in the cyber security matters.    

 

In this research the results to be expected to find are the main elements of the cyber security 

program of Taiwan, in order for Guatemala to review and update the cyber security strategy, and 

make it strong enough to protect the information in the public and private sector, but most 

important in the public sector, specifically at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Guatemala.   

 

In addition, Guatemala has as a cyber security strategy approved in 2018, a new born strategy, on 

which we can improve and apply the suggestions and example of Taiwan’s Cyber Security 

Program.  Furthermore, it’s important to observe and describe the example and development of 

the cyber security program of Taiwan, in order for Guatemala to strength their cyber security 

strategy and analyze the elements around law, policies and regulations and update it based on this 

case; but to understand this phenomenon there are some questions as follows:   

    

General Research Question: 

• How The Republic of China (Taiwan) developed its national cyber-security strategy from 

2021 to 2024?                    2 



  
   

Research Questions: 

• What has The Republic of China (Taiwan) done to strengthen its cyber-diplomacy during 

2021-2024?                                       

• How is Guatemala handling the cyber security nowadays?     

General Research Purpose: 

• To describe how the Republic of China (Taiwan) is developing its national cyber security 

strategy from 2021 to 2024. 

Research Purposes: 

• To analyze the actions taken by the government of the Republic of China (Taiwan) in order 

to strength their cyber diplomacy during the 2021-2024. 

• To define how is the government of Guatemala is handling the cyber security strategy 
nowadays. 

Research Methodology:  The Republic of China (Taiwan) developed in two decades a cyber 

security program which is very interesting to be analyzed.  This program has been consolidated in 

different phases, but the main topic in this research it’s to analyze the cyber security program 

including the strategies from 2021-2024, so we can design a route in order to strength our cyber 

security strategy of the Republic of Guatemala, created in 2018. 

 

This research is based on an eleven-month period granted by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

MOFA of the Republic of China (Taiwan).  The qualitive methodology was implemented, by 

working in some interview to experts of the cyber security and cyber diplomacy field, professors, 

and officials, also reviewing some sources such as governmental websites, articles, books, the 

cyber security program 2021-2024 and the previous programs from Taiwan and the cyber security 

strategy from the Republic of Guatemala created in 2018.    
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II - Context 
Taiwan has a rather unique Cyber Security culture, which 
has been building in collaboration with the government 
and private sector, also with white-hat hackers (Burgers 
et al. 2021) 

 

The Cyber Security Strategy of The Republic of China (Taiwan) prior to 2021:  First of all, The 

Republic of China ROC (Taiwan) created a Cybersecurity strategy, strong enough to confront the 

challenges in the 21st century.  One important thing to mention in this research is that Taiwan has 

an unique “culture of Cybersecurity”; but this strategy didn’t start as a program it has been suffered 

changes in order to prevent the cyber-attacks.   

According to Pryor (2018) 

 

Taiwan has faced serious cyber threats from China since at least 1999, which prompted the 

government to form the National Information and Communication Security Taskforce 

(NICST) in 2001 as an interagency body to promote government attention to information 

security. That year it also created the National Center for Cyber Security Technology 

(NCCST) to provide cyber security technical services, such as pre-incident protection, 

during-incident response and handling, and post-incident forensics and recovery, to 

government agencies (p. 3) 

 

In fact, the creation of a cybersecurity strategy was a process on which we can find several steps 

and phases in order to protect the information and data in cyberspace.  As a matter of fact, the 

cybersecurity plan has been developing since 2001, when the Executive Yuan announced the 

Building Taiwan’s Communication and Information from Infrastructure Security Mechanism 

Plan”.  This one was built during the period of 2001-2004.      

 

Phase One Mechanism Plan (2001-2004): The Executive Yuan was seeking to ensure that the 

Republic of China (Taiwan) were able to provided a secure communication and information 

environment and this was built during this period, also other facts are important to mention: 

                      4

  



  
   

1. The establishment of the NICST in conjunction with the technical staff unit, the National 

Center for Cyber Security Technology, as the competent authority in charge of Taiwan’s  

cyber security infrastructure and policies.       

2. The promotion of cyber security management systems for key government agencies whose 

works relate to the public’s daily life, providing relevant cyber security support and 

designating requirements for government agencies at different levels by building agency 

cyber security incident reporting and notification mechanisms and responsibility level 

categories and conducting cyber security audit on specified agencies. 

3. The promotion of cyber security education and training among information personnel, 

reinforcing cyber security workforce training and awareness, and increasing public cyber 

security awareness. 

4. The revision and amendment of laws and regulations relating to cyber security and the 

creation of cyber security technical standards and regulations, building product inspection 

and guarantee mechanisms. 

5. The planning, promotion, and building of the Information Security Management System 

(ISMS) for key operating systems of critical infrastructures as well as cyber security 

management programs including cyber security center alert and reporting mechanisms and 

personnel training.1 

So, during this phase, there are some elements to mention as the qualify staff to handle the National 

Center for Cyber Security Technology, and the promotion of the cyber security education in order 

to reinforce the workforce, was a big step for the next phases, also the (ISMS) represented the 

main key for critical infrastructure.    In addition, the regulations and laws for the cyber security 

systems were reviewed and amendment, and for this research it is important to learn the lessons of 

this modifications and how this step helped to consolidate the program.  

Phase Two Mechanism Plan (2005-2008): The remarkable elements to describe during this phase 

are the establishment of the National Security Operation Center (N-SOC) with a 24/7 defense,  

1. Ministry of Digital Affairs (August 3, 2023) Cybersecurity Policy and Regulations https://moda.gov.tw/en/ACS/operations/policies-
and-regulations/648 
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including alert and monitoring services; also, the expansion of the government agency cyber 

security responsibility level classification scope, greatly increasing the number of important 

government agencies includes the cyber security defense system and extending the scope to 

include education system2.    

Phase Three Development Program (2009-2012):   

 

During this period, the Executive Yuan based on the vision of a “secure trustworthy smart Taiwan 

and sound quality digital life” 3 shared the government’s experience expanding the cyber security 

with the general population.  In fact, the Taiwan´s national cyber security strategy start been 

handling by the National Information and Communication Security Taskforce (NICST).  

According to Burgers, et al. (2021) “This agency, is part of the executive branch of the Taiwanese 

government – the Executive Yuan – formulated the first national cyber security strategy in 2009: 

The National Strategy for Cyber Security Development program (NCSP)” (p.276).  The main 

components included in this phase, were the evaluation level A – and B, also the implementation 

of the Plan – Do- Check- Act (PDCA) model to lower relevant risk.   

 

In addition, encouraging all the business to do a third-party evaluation reinforcing the cyber 

security inspections to ensure the protection of the information and data for the users and 

customers.  The strengthening of cyber security research capacities, encouraging higher education 

institutions to offer cyber security courses, and the promotion of cyber security awareness 

preparing events at schools and business in order to review their own information asset’s security4.  

 

Phase Four Development Program (2013-2016):  It is important to mention that during this 

phase the Executive Yuan approved the” National Strategy for Cyber Security Development 

Program 2013-2016” and in this program the talent cultivation and international exchanges were 

promoted in order to have more qualify personnel and to establish personnel registration and 

certification mechanism.  Cyber security defense and intelligence sharing: building a structure for 
________________ 

2. Ibid  
3. Ibid  
4. Ibid                   
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government cyber security governance, evaluating cyber security governance maturity levels at A-

B-, and C-level government agencies; establishing the Institute of Watch Internet Network (iWIN) 

to enhance internet content security management mechanisms, conducting cyber security offense 

and defense drills, planning cyber security scenario and hands-on drills; implementing the 

government cyber security management system to improve government agencies’ cyber security 

management works; promoting cyber security base environment security settings and continuing 

to plan various government configuration baseline (GCBs) settings; increasing cyber security 

threat intelligence collection capacity and enhancing data analysis and sharing mechanisms5. 

Phase Five Development Program (2017-2020):  In the fifth phase it was incorporated three 

major policy goals creating a national cyber security joint defense system," "improving the overall 

cyber security defense mechanism," "reinforcing cyber security autonomy industry 

development," and the four major strategies of "enhancing the base environment for cyber 

security," "creating a national cyber security joint defense system," "increasing the autonomy of 

cyber security industry," and "cultivating high-quality cyber security talent," designating 11 

(eleven) specific measures to gradually launch Taiwan’s cyber security defense in depth and joint 

defense system and stabilize the cyber security frontline of Taiwan’s digital territory6.    

 

So, in conclusion it’s important to mention that The National Information and Communication 

Security Taskforce (NICT)7 have developed imperative programs that helped to build the cyber 

security strategy nowadays, as follows: 

ü National Strategy for Cyber security Development Program (2013-2016) 

ü National Cyber Security Program of Taiwan (2017-2020) 
ü National Cyber Security Program of Taiwan (2021-2024)  

With these programs, Taiwan has been demonstrating its capability to handle the risk and the 

security issues in the cyberspace arena, and also the resilience they handle in any situations. It is  

___________ 

5 Ibid.  
6 Ibid 
7 The National Information and Communications security Taskforce (NICT) was established by the Executive Yuan in order to national 

security policies, accelerate the construction of a safe national cyber security environment. 
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one of the main reasons why it is necessary to identify the process of implementation of the cyber 

security program, which includes different strategies, which can help to strength Guatemala’s 

Cyber security Strategy, created in 2018.  Guatemala has a lot of knowledge to get from Taiwan 

in the cyber security field, that is why it’s important to describe a law and regulations route for 

Guatemala to follow in order to have a reliable cyber security strategy, so we can be capable of 

protecting the most valuable information that is the Guatemalans data, and that can lead to the 

management of secure cyber diplomacy without the risk of cyber-attacks. 

                  

                       III. Theorical Background 

 
The problems of Cyber security are not technical issues about how to prevent 
cyber penetrations, but political and geopolitical questions about the 
motivations of those responsible for the penetrations and about how we can 
limit what they do. (Riordan,2019) 

 

Cyber Security: 
 
First of all, when we mentioned the word “Cyber security”, it comes to our minds a cybernetic 

term, that is referred to “the field of control and communication theory, whether in machine or in 

the animal” (Wiener, 1948).  In addition, the cyberspace term “is not static it is a dynamic, 

evolving, multilevel ecosystem of physical infrastructure, software, regulations, ideas, 

innovations, and interactions influenced by an expanding population of contributors”8.  In fact, the 

cyber space it’s constantly changing and in evolution. In addition, the cyber security it’s 

interdisciplinary, because it can be analyzed in communications, computers (hardware and 

software) in social, economy and political field among others.  When the countries are prepared 

and have a strong cyber security strategy, they can avoid cyber-attacks or reduce the risk.   As a 

matter of fact, we can identify main ideas of the cyber security concept, such as communication, 

software, relations, ideas, interaction and people, so obviously the spread of internet in all levels 

(individual, government and collective) has become an important issue for the countries, regions 

and all over the world, due to the interactions of it and the vulnerabilities that can come with its 

use.  But in this research, we would like to mention at least six (6) important terms about the “cyber 

security” as follows: 

____ 
8.  Deibert & Rohoziinski, 2010 p.14                                               8  



  
   

I. Cyber security consists largely of defensive methods used to detect and thwart would-be 

intruders. 

II. Cyber security is the collections of tools, policies, security concepts security safeguards, 

guidelines, risk management approaches, actions, training, best practices, assurance and 

technologies that can be used to protect the cyber environment and organization and user´s 

assets. 

III. The ability to protect or defend the use of cyber-space from cyber-attacks.  

IV. The state of being protected against the criminal or unauthorized use of electronic data, or 

the measures taken to achieve this. 

V. The activity or process, ability or capability, or state whereby information and 

communications systems and the information contained therein are protected from and/or 

defended against damage, unauthorized use or modifications, or exploitation.  (DHS, 

2014) (Cited Craigen et al.2014 p. 14-15). 

This means that the cyber security protects the data and the information in the cyber space, but 

what kind of threatens can occur if there is no security in the computer systems, in fact, what is a 

cyber-attack for instance? or how it can be recognized inside the computer system or the cyber 

space?    

Cyber-attack:  As we know the world its dominated by technology, and it’s a new space where 

the societies need to adapt and understand how to handle it, due to the fact, that the information 

can be manipulated and stolen; but how the information can be disrupted?  We need to understand 

the meaning of the threaten and how to control it.  Actually, we need to understand the sense of a 

cyber-attack the classifications and how to avoid any disruption of information.           

        

In fact, the cyber-attack it’s the contamination of the data or information in the cyberspace and this 

could be through the process of hacking.  So, the hacker infects the system which contains poor 

cyber security and looking for systems which are mis-configured.   

 

In addition, once the access it’s granted, he/she had access to the network and can remotely operate 

the systems and Commands can be sent to make the system to act as spy for the attackers and it 

will also be used to disrupt the other systems. The hacker will expect the infected system to have  
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some flaws such as bugs in software, deficient in anti-virus, flawed system configuration so that 

other systems can be infected through this system.9  A cyber-attack can be done for individual or 

collective proposes to steal information from any governmental organization or from the private 

sector.  So, in order to classify the threatens faced by both sectors (public and private) it is 

necessary to have a list or a description of the type of cyber-attacks, so we will be able to 

understand how to fight back against these cyber-attacks.     

These cyber-attacks regularly it’s part of a strategy to inflict a retardation in the decision-making 

process, by playing a role crippling some areas, like emergency services and military which causes 

a delay in the tactical deployment, activation of life support, causing death or military defeats. 10 

The hackers can change the authorization access of the users, by authorizing new users, to access 

to any information from the organization or public institution, so the attacks can disrupt in domains 

in basic service as the transportation as railways, banking services, or another type of services as 

airline or stock markets.  

In effect, the classification of the cyber-attacks can be categorized as follows: 

• Based on Purpose 
• Legal Classification  
• Based on severity of Involvement  
• Based on Scope  
• Based on Network Types 11 

 
 

Diagram from Uma & Padmavathi, 2013 
9. Uma & Padmavathi, 2013, p.390 
10. Ibid, p.391  
11. Ibid. 392            10 
     



  
   

In this diagram we observe the legal classification including the cyber terrorism, cyber-crime, 

cyber espionage and the cyber war, as a result, which are sensitive phenomenon to research, but 

it’s necessary to study in order to be prepared and create a resilient culture.   For research proposes, 

we will focus on the base of purpose and the legal classification in order to describe this 

phenomenon and build a proposal.   

 

Cyber-attacks based on purpose: This kind of cyber-attacks are classified as reconnaissance 

attack, access attack denial of service attack. For Reconnaissance attack it’s an unauthorized 

detection, system mapping and services.12  

As an example, this is like leave a home alone, without windows and door, so the thief can enter 

without any problem.13    

 

Cyber-attack based on legal classification:  The motivations for the cyber-attacks, are several 

but to mention some of them, it is to obtain governmental and financial information from websites, 

online discussion forums, news and military/defense data, in order to obstruct the information so 

the hackers can block the access to important data.  This can be done by selecting which user is 

authorized to have access to certain data. In this classification we can find:  Cyber Crime, cyber 

war, cyber espionage, cyber terrorism.  

 

Cyber Crime:  The definition is “a criminal offence involving a computer as the object of the crime, 

or the tool used to commit a material component of the offence.”  14 This could be any kind of 

crime as long as they are using a computer as the object, in order to commit a crime against another 

user. 

_______ 
12. Ibid. p. 392.   

13. In cyber-attacks based on purpose it can be found more attacks, as scanning the port which consist in receiving a lot of messages from 

the attacker attempting to break into the computer system in order to confirm the port number for each computer.  In addition, we can find 

the social engineering attack which are websites infected by a malicious code SQL injection so that any user entered can be infected.   Also, 

the phishing that is when the hackers send a fake e-mail using the legitime logo of a company to fool users to enter sensitive information 

in these web pages, this information can be the name, social security number, credit/debit card numbers, phone numbers, and any 

information that these attackers can use against the users to steal money or the user’s identity. 

14. Ibid p.393 
15. Ibid. p.394 
                           11 



  
   

Cyber War: In this cyber-attack, the definition is “the act of nation state to penetrate another 

nation’s computer or network in order to cause damage or disruption. ”15      

This can be measure in the foreign policy theory of Kenneth Waltz, as a state level, consequently, 

this is a governmental attack.    

 

Cyber Terrorism: In this cyber-attack category, it’s the “activity including acts of deliberate large-

scale disruption of computer networks by use of tools such as computer viruses”16   and commit 

any kind of terrorism activity.  In other words, the disruption of the computer network by using 

the Trojan horses or any kind of viruses, for an act of terrorism, can be classify as cyber terrorism.  

 

Cyber Espionage: One tool using by the hackers it’s infect the computers with malicious software, 

including the Trojan horses and spy in order to get information in an individual or collective level.  

“It may wholly be perpetrated online from computer desks of professionals on bases in faraway 

countries. It may involve infiltration at home by computer trained conventional spies and moles or 

in other cases may be the criminal handiwork of amateur malicious hackers and software 

programmers.” 17 

 
Cyber Security Strategy: 
 

The cyber security it’s interdisciplinary, because it can be analyzed in communications, computers 

hardware and software) in social, economy and political field among others.  When the countries 

are prepared and have a strong cyber security strategy, they can avoid cyber-attacks or reduce the  

risk.  The cyber security strategy, must be constructed to protect the data and information from the 

users, due to the fact that “holds a significant impact on national security, public interest, national 

life, or economic activities”18; because this has a real impact in the individual users, companies, 

organizations, institutions, etc.  Nonetheless, in this research we are looking for an understanding 

of the cyber security strategy of the Taiwan in order to have a solid cyber diplomacy and how this 

strategy it’s conducted by the government.  But first, we need to describe the diplomacy and the 

concepts of cyber diplomacy.  
 
15. Ibid. p.394 
16. Ibid. p.394 
17. ibid. p. 393                                         
18. National Cyber Security program of Taiwan (2021-2024) p. 1                   12 



  
   

Diplomacy: 

The diplomacy has existed for centuries; of course, the dynamic has been changing according to 

the era, but exactly a core term of diplomacy is (Bjola 2018): 

The relationship management and maintaining international order.  At the micro-level, this 

is translated into diplomats building and managing relations of friendship.  At the macro-

level, diplomacy contributes through its core functions of representations, communications 

and negotiation to producing and distributing global public goods (security, development, 

sustainable environment, etc.)” (Cited at Bjola and Kornprobst, 2018, p. 04)   

 

In addition, the contemporary concept of diplomacy in international relations, which in words of 

Pigman, 2010 “it’s the process of conducting negotiations between representatives of states” 

(Cited Attatfa et al. 2020, p.1).  The diplomacy is also interdisciplinary and it’s important to be 

analyzed from the social science, global affairs, and politics. 

 

Also, is identify as “the use of tools to promote broader diplomatic agendas, as well as the use of 

diplomatic techniques and mental modes to analyze and manage cyberspace problems, is separate 

but interdependent activities”. 19 According to Wight (1979) diplomacy is “the attempt to adjust 

conflicting interests by negotiation and compromise” (Cited at Barrinha & Renard, 2017, p. 4).  

This means that there is an interest of the nations to negotiate to strength their relations according 

to the needs, and as the world is changing so quickly, it is important to adapt with the changes of 

the world.    

 

For authors like Hendly Bull (2002) there are five main functions to the diplomatic practice: to 

facilitate communication in world politics, to negotiate agreements, to gather intelligence and 

information from other countries, to avoid or minimize “friction in international relations” (Cited 

on Barrinha & Renard, 2017, p. 355) and, finally, to symbolize the existence of a society of states.  

Besides, the process of facilitating communications in world politics, nowadays, has been 

changing a lot, as exist different ways to communicate including social media and the computer 

system, on which we can find a weakness if they are not protected. 

__________ 
19. Attatfa et al. (2020) p. 2 
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For Barston (1997) “the purpose of diplomacy is to contribute to the process of recognizing and 

identifying new interest at an early stage through continuous reporting and assessments, facilitating 

adjustment between different interest and contributing to policy implementation” 20.  This means 

that the diplomacy is a method through discuss and create new policies to be implemented in order 

to secure the national interest of the participant nations.    

 

In addition, we observe that the technology has change the way that diplomacy use to be handle 

previously.  For Pigman (2010) “Technology determines how communications can take place and, 

critically, at what speed.  At a broad level communications and transport technology has driven 

globalization, which in turns has permitted new types of actors to become diplomats in an arena 

that once was dominates by nation-states: multilateral institutions, global firms and CSOs, in 

particular” (p. 110)    

 

As a matter of fact, as the cyber security play an important role in the virtual communications, and 

the technology it’s a new tool used by the decision makers in politics, especially in diplomacy 

during the negotiations, its critical to understand the concept of cyber diplomacy and how it’s 

protected against hackers, cyber-crime or cyber terrorist, etc.  Besides, we can find the digital 

diplomacy and the cyber diplomacy, in fact, both are different terms, that would be explained as 

follows.  

Difference between digital diplomacy and cyber-diplomacy 

 

The technological advance is growing so fast that we are trying to adapt as fast as possible.  In 

fact, there are many core terms, which would be explaining it in order to understand the difference 

between digital diplomacy and the cyber-diplomacy.   

 

Digital Diplomacy:  The digital diplomacy, according to Leguey-Feilleux (2009) is “the new 

means of communication and remarkable access to information are changing the way diplomacy 

is conducted – event if diplomacy is not really being “reinvented” (p. 90).    

____ 
20. Barston (1997) p. 201           
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As we can see the new ways of digital communications, have change the way that diplomacy it’s 

been handling by the actors in the international arena.   In other words, “it is the application of 

digital technologies”21.  But what is the definition of digital technologies; we will define it as, “the 

use of social networking sites in order to foster dialogue with the online publics (Cited at Attafta 

et al. 2020 p.2) This means that all the tools of social media, such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, 

etc., can be a way to spread any governmental information, such is the case of the public diplomacy 

on which the information can be spread even by different actors than the state with this new 

technological tools.   

 

For example, there is no need for an ambassador to travel for 30 hours to talk about an agreement, 

or conduct a negotiation, if they can do it through a video conference, or video call. Indeed, 

technology it´s an effective tool that is helping to improve the international relations between 

nations, and at the same time it’s a challenge to control and protect the security and the usage of 

these tools.   

Furthermore, for the countries to have a strong cyber security strategy can protect them, when they 

are working on negotiations with other nations made through cyber diplomacy: but what can we 

say about the cyber diplomacy, this is a new concept a king of complex, and that has a lot of edges, 

where it can be seen, let’s start by understanding the theory of diplomacy, and then develop the 

cyber diplomacy concept.   

 

Cyber Diplomacy:   Cyber diplomacy can be defined as  

 

“Diplomacy in the cyber domain or, in other words, the use of diplomatic resources and 

the performance of diplomatic functions to secure national interests with regard to the 

cyberspace. Such interests are generally identified in national cyberspace or Cybersecurity 

strategies, which often include references to the diplomatic agenda. Predominant issues on 

the cyber-diplomacy agenda include Cybersecurity, cybercrime, confidence-building, 

internet freedom and internet governance”22.  
_____________ 

 
21. Riordan, (2019) p. 9           
22. Barrinha, A. and Renard, T. (2017) p. 355 
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In other words, with the cyber diplomacy the governments can use different tools to open 

international agendas and to work between nations with the common goal of protect themselves 

from cyber-attacks, or from actors (individual and collective) who want to steal information from 

their nations. The cyber diplomacy it’s handle by the diplomats meeting in bilateral formats or in 

the multilateral arena.  Besides the traditional diplomacy and how the diplomats conduct it, now 

the diplomats “interact with various non-state actors, such as leaders of internet companies (such 

as Facebook or Google), technology entrepreneurs or civil society organizations. Diplomacy can 

also involve empowering oppressed voices in other countries through technology”.23. In addition, 

to have an effective cyber diplomacy involves: (1) building strategic partnerships with other 

countries around the world and engaging the many, many multilateral forums that are shaping 

cyber policy; (2) using diplomacy and diplomatic tools to directly respond to cyber threats; and 

(3) working with other agencies to facilitate law enforcement and technical cooperation and 

provide capacity building so other countries can better work with us24.    

 

Regarding the strategic partnerships that can be built with other countries in international forums 

it’s a key to sign international agreements about the cyber-crime and how to extradite the cyber 

criminals between the nations involved in these agreements.  The fact that the countries are 

communicating faster using cyber tools, it’s facilitating and consolidating the diplomacy.  Also, 

it’s important to identify the actors involved in this phenomenon, due to the alliances that can be 

made in order to protect the information of the citizens and more important, the international 

agendas that can be created between nations. 

 

Practioners of cyberdiplomacy:   

These are the primary Practioners of the cyber diplomacy, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, as they 

promote the cyber agenda in coordination with other governmental institution and non-state actors 

“who interact with diplomats and policymakers in conversations or negotiations on cyber problems 

include members of the academic community, business, industry, and civil society 

organizations”25.  Also, the cyber diplomacy dimensions are: 
__________ 
23. Ibid p.355  
24.US Cyber Diplomacy in an era of Growing Threats (p.5) 
25. Best Diplomat recovered from https://bestdiplomats.org/cyber-diplomacy/      
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Cyber Diplomacy Dimensions 

 
Information retrieved from Sciencedirect Magazine cited on March 20, 2023 from 
file:///C:/Users/MONICA%20POZUELOS/Desktop/MONICA%20POZUELOS/BECA%20A%20TAIWAN/ARTICULO%20ACAD
EMICO/MARCO%20TEORICO/CYBERDIPLOMACIA.pdf 

 
  “Cyber security is national security” 

President Tsai Ing-wen 

 

IV. Development of The Republic of China (Taiwan) national cyber-security Strategy from 
2021 - 2024  

The Republic of China (Taiwan) has this unique Cyber Security Culture, which is interesting to 

analyze due to the geopolitical situation in the Indo Pacific.  The result of this consolidates cyber 

security program, where, Taiwan showed the effort and the priorities of the country.  In order to 

create a resilient cyber security program, they activated different strategies for the public and 

private sector, also evaluating the computer systems capabilities to detect the cyber-attacks, with 

the evaluations level A - B.   

 

This is one of reasons why the national cyber security program of Taiwan, it is an example to be 

describe in this research, in order to create a route for the Republic of Guatemala.   In addition, to 

describe the National Cyber Security Program of Taiwan, first of all, we need to mention that it 

has been promoted by the National Information and Communication Security Taskforce, from the 

Executive Yuan, since 2001, and the results have been positive for the Taiwan. The  
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organization of the NCSP is the following:                       

Organization 

 
Note: Organization from the National Cyber Security Program of Taiwan (2021-2024) (p.25)    
       

Also, this program was built as an interinstitutional effort, where all public institutions were part 

of this vision:  due to the fact, that all the institutions are vulnerable of cyber-attacks, cyber-crime 

or cyber espionage, of course, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is not the exception, and as they 

handle the cyber diplomacy it is important to understand how they protect the sensitive 

information.   In fact, according to Audrey Tang Minister of Digital Affairs (MODA), Taiwan 

experiences 5 million cyberattacks attempts per day according to the National Security Council, 

so it’s important to understand the phenomenon of the cyber security but the threats: 

1. The intensification of personal data and digital certification leakage attacks. 

2. The proliferation of ransomware attack risks. 

3. The increase of threats of vulnerabilities of IoT and mobile devices. 

4. APT targeted attacks to destroying supply chain security. 

5. The hacking of cyber security (information) supplies destroying supply chain security. 

6. The multiplication of critical information infrastructure security risk.26 

The institutions in custody of the cyber security program and to protect the data/information are 

the National Institution of cyber security (NICS) and the Ministry of Digital Affairs (MODA)  

26.  National Cyber Security Program of Taiwan (2021-2024) p.                                           18 



  
   

which are the entities in charge of doing research in cybersecurity, propose new standards, impose 

new rules/laws and lead the cybersecurity maturity project in Taiwan.27 In fact, The Ministry of 

Digital Affairs was created in January 2022 and was announce to a presidential order, and it is one 

of the achievements of this Cyber Security Program of Taiwan 2021-2024.   

For this research it’s important to mention the qualitive elements (Laws, policies, regulations, 

agreements) implemented in the program as, the “cyber protection system” (sponsored by the 

Executive Yuan) in charge of promoting the cyber security policies and task, such as the critical 

information infrastructure protection group, industrial promotion group, cyber security protection 

group regulation and standard specifications group, awareness education and talents cultivation 

group, cyber protection of overseas mission group28.       

First of all, the Critical Information Infrastructure Protection Group (sponsored by the Executive 

Yuan), “it’s responsible of planning and promoting the security management mechanism of critical 

information infrastructure.  The Industrial Promotion Group (depends on the Ministry of Economic 

Affairs), and is responsible of promotion the security industry between the industry, government, 

academic, and research resources.  The Cyber Security Protection Group (sponsored by the 

Executive Yuan), is in charge of planning and promoting the security mechanism of 

communication and information application services of the government agencies.  Regulations and 

standard Specifications Group (Structured by the Executive Yuan) responsible of research and 

formulation (revision) of cyber security-related laws and regulations, national standards, and 

formulation and maintenance of government agencies and reference guides. Awareness Education 

and Talents Cultivation Group, (structured by the Ministry of Education) is in charge of promoting 

fundamental cyber security education, improving the quality of cyber security in the population 

providing information and building a fully functional integrated platform, handling international-

level, promoting industry-university exchanges, and reinforcing the cultivation of cyber security 

talents. And last but not least, the Cyber Protection of Overseas Mission Group (sponsored by the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs MOFA) in charge of integrating the information and cyber 

management of the foreign agencies and representative offices to enhance their cyber security 

protection capabilities and reduce the risk of hacking and cyber security incidents.29   

27. Interview with Ph.D. Ricardo Neftali Pontaza Rodas, Senior Researcher at the National Institution of cyber security (NICS) and the Ministry 
of Digital Affairs (MODA), November 24, 2023. 
28. National Cyber Security Program of Taiwan (2021-2024) 
29. Ibid. pp. 25-26           19  



  
   

In fact, this an interinstitutional effort, to coordinate and structured the regulations, laws, policies 

and promotion the cyber security strategy, in the public sector, working hand by hand with the 

private sector.  In this program they worked in a duty division by agencies according to the strategy 

which are four. Strategy no. 1 Attach high-level talents all over the world; cultivate independent 

power of research and innovation.  Strategy no. 2 the Promotion of public-private partnership 

collaborative governance, enhancement of the resilience of critical infrastructure.  Strategy no. 3 

Utilization of smart and forward-looking technology; Proactive defense against potential threats. 

Strategy no. 4 Budling a secure and smart IoT; enhancement of non-governmental protection 

energy.30 

For research proposes we will focus on the Strategy no. 2 and Strategy no. 3, describe in the next 

duty division by agencies table, in order to describe a governmental route for Guatemala, to 

establish some institutions in charge, regulations, polices, people responsible of the cyber security 

program, etc. 
______________________ 
30. Ibid. pp. 65,66,67,68, 69. 

 

Table no. 1  

Duty Division by Agencies- Strategy no. 2 

Strategy 2: The Promotion of public-private partnership collaborative governance; Enhancement of the 
resilience of critical infrastructure 

1. Build Public-private partnership Collaborative Governance Operational Mechanism in various fields 

1-1 Continue to promote the implementation of the cyber security 
management law, and review it in due course to respond to 
the trend of international cyber security protection 

Department of Cyber Security, Executive 
Yuan; (Various Agencies) 

1-2 Promote the implementation of cyber security protection 
baseline of critical infrastructure Various CI Competent Agencies 

1-3 Establish the maturity of cyber security governance in the 
industrial control field 

Department of Cyber Security, Executive Yuan; 
(Various CI competent 
agencies) 

 
1-4 Promote national-level cyber security risk assessment 

Department of Cyber Security, Executive Yuan; 
(Various CI competent agencies) 

2. The enhancement of personnel’ cyber security awareness and reinforcement of cyber security capacity 
construction 

2-1 Set up Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) and strengthen 
personnel’s cyber security professional capabilities 

 
Various CI competent authorities 

 
2-2 Establish a simulated field as a practical response capability; 

incorporate cyber security situation into teaching and training 

Department of Cyber Security, Executive Yuan; 
Board of Science and Technology, Executive 
Yuan; (Various 
CI Competent Authorities) 



  
   

3. Public-private partnership cooperation to deepen the exchange of information and implementation of 
response drills in normal times 

3-1 Improve the cyber security united defense mechanism (information 
sharing, response notification, cyber security 
monitoring) of the cirtical infrastructure 

Department of Cyber Security, Executive Yuan; 
Various CI Competent 
Authorities 

3-2 Regularly conduct public-private united offensive and 
defense drills Various CI Competent Authorities 

3-3 Handle cross-regional (or transnational) offensive and defensive drills 
for critical infrastructure 

Department of Cyber Security, Executive Yuan; 
(Various CI Competent Authorities) 

 

Note: Information from National Cyber Security Program of Taiwan (2021-2024) 
 

Table no.2 

Duty Division by Agencies- Strategy no. 3  

Strategy 3: Utilization of smart and forward-looking technology; Proactive defense against potential 
threats 

1. Continue to promote centralized sharing of government information (cyber) security 

1-1 Connect with the independent needs of national defense and develop 
the ecosystem of the domestic cyber security 
industry 

National Development Council; 
Department of Cyber Security of 
Executive Yuan; (Various agencies) 

1-2 Establish the mechanism to actively discover, report and repair the 
vulnerabilities of the information and communication system Department of Cyber Security, Executive Yuan; 

(Various agencies) 

2. Expand international participation and deepen cross-border intelligence and capital sharing 

2-1 Development of forward-looking research and technology application 
of active defense Ministry of Economic Affairs 

2-2 Integrate domestic and foreign sources of information, and deepen 
international cooperation 

Department of Cyber Security, Executive Yuan;v 
(Various CI 
Competent Authorities) 

3. Defend in Advance to Block the Attack at Borders 

3-1 Apply emerging technologies to quench effective intelligence and 
develop proactive defense technologies Department of Cyber Security, Executive Yuan 

3-2 Improve the comprehensiveness of the defense-in-depth of the 
government service network. 

Department of Cyber Security, Executive Yuan; 
National Development 
Council 

4. Enhancing the power of technological investigations to prevent emerging cybercrimes 

4-1 Strengthen the detection capabilities of emerging cybercrimes Ministry of Internal Affairs; Ministry of Justice 

4-2 Improve the source tracing and tracking capabilities of cyber security 
events 

Ministry of Internal Affairs; Ministry of Justice;  
Department of Cyber Security, Executive Yuan 

4-3 Strengthen the investigation mechanism of cross-border cybercrime Ministry of Internal Affairs; Ministry of Justice 

 

Note: Information from the National Cyber Security Program of Taiwan (2021-2024) 
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In addition, for the implementation of the strategy no. 2, the drills and exchange of information 

between the private and public sector, also to develop the personnel capabilities in order to improve 

the cyber security program.  To establish the maturity of cyber security governance, it’s an 

important step, to reaffirm the protection the computer system.  Actually, “for the following 

decade, Taiwan will look forward to improve the maturity of the cybersecurity of their institutions. 

This maturity increase will be done by applying cybersecurity’s best-practices and enforcing the 

requirement of certifications for the private sector. The idea is that it is extremely hard to protect 

the private sector just by the public sector. Ideally, the private sector must learn to protect itself, 

and the public sector will be the orchestrator of the interactions between entities in the private 

sector”.31 

 

The maturity of the cyber security strategy becomes with the capability of reaction during a cyber-

attack, and also with international certifications such as the ISO 27001 ITIL v3, COBIT 4.1, 

ISO/IEC 27002:2005, in both sectors.  Also, by evaluating the levels of maturity, the that a 

company or organization take to respond its crucial in a cyber-attack.        

 

Challenges: During the cyber security program 2021-2024, there are some challenges to be 

mention, such as the cyber-attacks from China that have been so transformed to be tacit and 

effective that most citizens of Taiwan cannot see them. 32. As this is a recent phenomenon there 

are always challenges to confront and this also help to cultivate and improve the cyber security 

program.   

“There were three fundamental challenges that were raised at the last phase of the NICS program. 

First, education for personnel. It was mandatory to train the personnel in the certificates that were 

planned to be enforced to the private sector soon. Second, allocation of personnel and budget for 

short- and long-term projects. The projects’ proposals needed clear development plans and clear 

and achievable goals, which required a substantial amount of discussion and planning. Third, 

personnel retention was a problem that required a quick solution. As with any new institution, the 

turnover rate of personnel was high at the beginning, so creating a clear schematic of the personnel  
__________________ 
31. Interview with Ph.D. Ricardo Neftali Pontaza Rodas, Senior Researcher at the National Institution of cyber security (NICS) and the Ministry 
of Digital Affairs (MODA), November 24, 2023. 
32. Interview with Ph.D. Yen Pin Su Professor from the Department of Political Science  of the National Chengchi University, September 9, 
2023. 
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with attributions and responsibilities was providential to avoiding overwork and creating an 

effective work path.”33 

4.2 The Republic of China (Taiwan) Cyber Diplomacy:  

The Republic of China (Taiwan) had been improving its cyber-security strategy by including 

elements as the exchange of international personnel and the consolidation of the Cyber Protection 

of Overseas Mission Group in order to protect the data from the foreign agencies and the 

representative offices, so they can reduce the risk of a cyber-attack, cyber espionage or any incident 

related to the cyber security.  

Assisting to international forums about cyber security have been increasing the knowledge and 

possible allies in the international arena. According to Pontaza (2023), the United States has 

proved to be one of the greatest international allies in terms of cybersecurity. The US has multiple 

institutions aiming to guide the Research and Development of cybersecurity, cybercrime 

prevention and correction, and the creation of guidelines for the private sector. Besides the US, the 

European Union (UE) also has the development of cybersecurity measures as one of their 

primordial goals for this decade. Institutions like ENISA provide similar guidelines to NIST does 

in the US. Additionally, Canada and Israel have been increasing the budget and investment in 

cybersecurity lately, so their presence in the cybersecurity environment as leaders will be 

noticeable soon. 34These countries are allies, as the cyber security research can be exchange to 

improve the strategies and strengthen the cyber diplomacy. Specifically, the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs (MOFA) has different challenges due to the international and geopolitical situation of 

Taiwan.  

As a matter of fact, for Taiwan, cyber diplomacy is a kind of international cooperation for 

enhancing the freedom of speech through cyber platforms and cyber security. 35 This improves and 

save governmental resources, as the information is sent through a digital via and it’s no longer 

necessary for the diplomats to travel for meetings.  Of course, this represents a challenge because 

the information must be protected in the cyber space. 
33. Interview with Ph.D. Ricardo Neftali Pontaza Rodas, Senior Researcher at the National Institution of cyber security (NICS) and the Ministry 
of Digital Affairs (MODA), November 24, 2023.  

`34. Ibid. 

35. Interview with Ph.D. Yen Pin Su Professor from the Department of Political Science  of the National Chengchi University, September 9, 
2023. 
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4.3. Guatemala´s cyber–Security Strategy nowadays: 

 

According to EU-Central America Association Agreement (2022), in Guatemala exists a cyber-

security strategy since 2018; this represents the first step for this Central American country to 

establish some guidelines and plans to have a reliable cyber security.  The proposed of this cyber 

security strategy is: 

a) Regulate the protection of digital information systems in the public and private sectors 

in order to guarantee the continuity of their services; b) Establish coordination 

organizations (CSIRT-GT) to implement the national cyber security; and c) Design a 

national protection plan for critical infrastructures for strengthen contingency and recovery 

plans. Guatemala’s CSIRT-GT is an incident response team under the supervision of the 

Ministry of the Interior 196 and is a member of the CSIRT Americas network (p. 4) 

 

This strategy was created for the Ministry of interior, although, it’s a complete cyber security 

strategy in paper, but it’s about political willing and governmental budget missing in order to 

improve this cyber security strategy in the past governments; that is the main reason why to 

describe the cyber security program of Taiwan will be a great strategy for Guatemala.  

 

On 2022, the “Congress of the Republic of Guatemala approved Decree 39-2022, which contains 

the Law on Prevention and Protection against Cybercrime. The law includes criminal sanctions for 

cyber activities that violate personal data, sensitive computer data, confidentiality, integrity, and 

availability of information and data stored in computer systems or systems that use information 

technology and communications to transmit information by such means. The regulations issued 

seek to strengthen computer security and promote the responsible use of digital tools. In addition, 

they create the Institutional Security Center for Technical Response to Computer Incidents. On 

August 24, 112 deputies to the Congress of the Republic of Guatemala voted in favor of the 

objections to Decree and as a consequence, the so-called Cybercrime Prevention and Protection 

Law, created by bill 5601, was shelved.  Due to its filing, the Law will no longer be sent to the 

Executive for sanction and publication, nor will it take effect. Several experts, academics and  

several other opponents concluded that said decree is dangerous because it could be used to limit  
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freedom of expression and criminalize comments towards officials and political figures who have 

been criticized and questioned for the performance of their duties”. 36 

 

For the next governments should be a priority or part of the national security to strengthen the 

cyber security program, because this phenomenon affects the collective and individual users who 

have been suffering of cyber-attacks from group of criminals who stole big amounts of the money, 

also customer’s data, etc.   Also, for Kaspersky (2022) is a cyber-security and digital privacy 

company, said, during the 2021 and 2022, Guatemala was the most Latin-American country that 

suffers from cyber-attacks, especially malware attacks, it increases in 30% due to the pandemic.37  

Without mentioning the big problem that is phishing, it consists in stealing personal information 

through fake web pages, such as banking credentials, social networks, online services, using 

financial services to steal passwords and payment data such as credit cards.  According to the 

interviews with cyber security experts from Guatemala, there is a Cybersecurity strategy approved 

in Guatemala in 2018, there is a lack of follow up regarding the governmental budget, the qualify 

personnel and a strong law infrastructure. 38 

 

4.3.1 Challenges for Guatemala in the cyber-diplomacy filed: 

 

There are different challenges Guatemala faces in the cyber diplomacy field.  This is due to the 

fact, that there is a correlation between the Cybersecurity strategy and the cyber diplomacy 

variables.  In other words, if the country does not have a strength “Cyber security strategy” we 

won’t be able to protect the most valuable resources, such as the sensitive information of the 

citizens’ data.   Guatemala it’s looking for new ways to find allies in Latin America and has been 

requesting the support of the Organization of the American States.  Back in the 2020 the 

Organization of American States was the location to foster cooperation and exchange of best 

practices on cyber diplomacy, cybersecurity and cyberspace, though, for example, the 

establishment of working groups, other dialogue mechanisms, and the signing of agreements 

among states.39 

36.EU-Central America Association Agreement 2022 p.4 
37. Kaspersky Daily. https://latam.kaspersky.com/blog/panorama-amenazas-latam-2022/25509/ 
38. Interview with Ph.D. Armando Monzon Escobar Researcher from INCIBE Guatemala on March, 14, 2023 

39.Organization of American States OAS (2020) https://mfcs.oas.org/Home/CountryDetailMFCS?measureId=40&countryId=95&year=2020 
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There are a lot of challenges regarding the critical infrastructure in both sectors (private and public) 

but specially in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Guatemala, it’s imperative to construct and 

approved some regulations, laws, and policies to protect our systems.    

 

These are some recommendations that can be applied to Guatemala. “First, as stated in ISO 27-

001, there should be an enforced standardization of the process of logging the processes, 

corrections, and operations performed by the users in high-level positions (for example: DB 

managers, Network managers, IT directors, etc.) Second, there should be a continuous training for 

the users and administrators. The continuous training should be mandatory and enforcing the 

learning and implementation processes of cybersecurity’s best practices. Third, there should be a 

clear and standard process performed while discarding used/broken equipment. Cybersecurity 

attacks are extremely common in discarded equipment, so the training of the personnel regarding 

this will create a cleaner process in terms of equipment destruction. Finally, there should be an 

overall training of the personal regarding online hygiene, as multiple successful attacks are done 

by deceiving/tricking the users to click malicious links, submit sensitive login information to fake 

forms, install unsecure software in network devices, etc”40.  

 

These recommendations apply in both sectors, but specially to the technical personnel of the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) of Guatemala, so we can improve our cyber diplomacy but 

more important to protect the data/information of the Guatemalan people.  A good 

recommendation, it’s built stronger connection with international community of cyber security by 

attending the activities and signing agreements. Also, build routine channels with the United States 

for cyber security issues41.     

 

 

 

 

________________ 
40. Interview with Ph.D. Ricardo Neftali Pontaza Rodas, Senior Researcher at the National Institution of cyber security (NICS) and the Ministry 
of Digital Affairs (MODA), November 24, 2023. 

41. Interview with Ph.D. Yen Pin Su Professor from the Department of Political Science  of the National Chengchi University, September 9, 2023 
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Conclusion 

 

The cyber security is a recent concept which is part of the cyber space including physical 

infrastructure, software, regulations, ideas, innovations, and interactions influenced by the citizens 

of a country.  In fact, it’s very dynamic and changing, as the technology is advancing every day, 

so the human beings need to keep an eye on how their data/information is protected and handle by 

the companies, platforms, banks, institutions, organizations, etc. or whoever uses and requested 

our information online.  

Depending on the cyber security strategy that a country handles, the protection of the data is either 

strong or can be penetrated by any individual or a criminal group (cyber terrorist, cyber criminals, 

hackers, etc.), and it is a good time to learn and analyze this phenomenon looking for the best 

strategies, to protect the most important resources which are the information of the citizens.  

In this research we found some remarkable elements to describe and design a route for Guatemala 

to strengthen the cyber security strategy and to improve cyber diplomacy.  For example, to 

establish public-private partnership working together to create a safety cyber security environment.  

To invest in research institutes to cover also the public sector and to make the drills standardizing 

the evaluation (Level A/B) to be used in both sectors.   

The creation of the Ministry of Digital Affairs it’s an achievement reached by the Government of 

Taiwan, as they handle the cyber security strategy program regulated form the public sector to the 

private sector.  The proposal for Guatemala is to start with an office belonging to the Ministry of 

Interior, while they can reach more budget to establish a Ministry, due to the fact, that the cyber 

security should be part of the national interest.  But we need to create this Ministry so all the 

policies, laws and regulations will be leading by this future Ministry.  As the government budget 

of Guatemala it’s been reduce by other priorities, the recommendation is to look forward 

international cooperation and once it’s established, keep working with our own financial resources.  

Also, we need to invest in our human resources, working hand by hand between ministries 

(Ministry of Education in coordination with universities, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and Ministry 

of Digital Affairs or the Ministry of Internal meanwhile the other ministry is created) as an  
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interinstitutional effort in order to cultivate new talents in the cybersecurity and cyber diplomacy 

field. The recommendation is to create bachelor, master and Ph.D. focusing on the cyber security 

topic and promoting scholar exchange between nations, by creating incentives for the better 

students, so they can be part of the exchange program.   

As a matter of fact, Guatemala and Taiwan have been diplomatic allies for more than 80 years, 

and recognizing the success of Taiwan’s cyber security program, the recommendations is to 

compromise a percentage of the scholarships (Bachelor, master or Ph.D.) at least 20% for the best 

Guatemalan students related to the engineering field and increase the human resources to 

strengthen our cyber security strategy.  

Another achievement from the cyber security program of Taiwan is the recruitment of international 

talents to be responsible for the short-to-mid-term applied technology research required by the 

agencies. The fact of recruiting foreign talent it’s a high-level step, so this talent can train the 

personnel who will be handling and proposing the policies and regulations.  This is an element to 

consider, because Guatemala can take advantage of the international organizations and requests 

the assistance and experience of another countries, as the platform of the Organizations of 

American States (OAS) and sign some agreements requesting the international talent to come to 

Guatemala and train our people.   Once we set up the agreements to have the internationl talent, 

we need to integrate domestic and foreign sources in the same platform to enhance threat collection 

and active detections capabilities in order to promote standard intelligence formats.   

 

Regarding the international relations and the cyber diplomacy, it’s important to invest in the 

computer systems, so the information, agreements and meeting can be protected.  Also, work on 

annual and monthly trainings to all diplomats and the people involved in the cyber diplomacy filed.  

In addition, to promote a cyber security competition (between think tanks, universities, private 

research entities, etc.) in order to recruit talents on the cyber security field to get quality teachers 

who can spread the knowledge about this topic.  

For Guatemala the improvement in the legal infrastructure, it’s crucial to start walking in the right 

path; and this is a duty of the Congress of the Republic of Guatemala, as they already tried to 
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approved one decree back in the 2022, it’s necessary to review it and change what can provoke a 

misunderstanding in the future; but of course, it’s necessary to have a law typification about the 

cybercrime.   

The cyber security Strategy of Guatemala must include the training to the citizens so they can be 

aware of the risk of a cyber-attack, how they can be victims of these criminal groups or individuals 

and how they can avoid it, but this information must be spread by the public and private sector. 

working in a partnership.   

Describing two out of the four strategies, from the Blueprint initiative provides of some important 

elements; for example, the strengthen the detection of capabilities of emerging cybercrime it’s a 

task that the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the ministry of Justice.  In order to enhance the power 

of the technological investigations to prevent the cybercrime.  This means that, once the 

typification of the cybercrime is approved by the Congress of Guatemala, the Ministry of Justice 

and of Internal Affairs must be in charge of the detection of cybercrime and prevent it.   

In conclusion, the cyber security strategy should be handled, regulated and control by the 

government in order to standardized the process and formats.  Of course, the academia plays an 

important role in this phenomenon, changing the educational curricula in the schools, to start 

talking about the cyber security the threats and the windows of opportunities, and the partnership 

between universities (the public and private universities) is also a key to increase the amount of 

professional who handle the cyber security.  
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